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Governor interacts with District officials of Kurung Kumey

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Brig. (Dr.) B.D. Mishra (Retd.), who is the first
Governor to visit Koloriang by road, interacted with District officials of Kurung Kumey
District at Koroloriang on 23rd May 2018. The district officers briefed him about the
State and Central Government sponsored welfare schemes and projects which are
being implemented in the district.
The Governor appreciated the officials for their positive attitude and zeal to work for
the wellbeing of the people. He exhorted them to think out of box and try new ideas.
Take one step everyday, which will be benefit the last man in the queue.
Your endeavour should be composite multipronged development effort, he pointed.
The Governor said that there is always a scope for improvement and the official must
put in an extra effort. Be outgoing and reach out to the people. Try to know the
challenges of common people and address it. Be action oriented person, he added.
The Governor further said that the government officials are the cutting edge, who
can bring the much needed change and on the ground.
Emphasizing on strengthening agriculture and its allied sector, the Governor advised
the officials to introduce new crops, encourage the farmers to go for cash crops and
motivate agrarian community toward entrepreneurship and e-marketing. He also
asked them to assist the farmers in forming ‘Farmers organization’ to mitigate the
challenge of ‘middlemen’.
The Governor called upon the officials to change the mindset of the people and
create consciousness that the developmental projects such roads and airports are
for them and they should cooperate. He also asked the officials to check corruption,
plug fund leakages and complete the projects before the timeframe but with quality
work.
During the three and half hour long interaction, the Governor emphasised on
availability of textbooks to school students, use of more LED bulbs, Dulari Kanya
Yojana, Jan Aushadhi Yojana and highlighted the importance road and IT
communication. For improving health scenario, he suggested for short duration
training programme for all medical officers on obstetrics and prenatal care.
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